
Inside Poe’s mind….Inside Poe’s mind….Inside Poe’s mind….Inside Poe’s mind….
• RULES OF THE GAME:

• If you agree with the statement, move to 
the side of the room labeled “Agree.” If 

you disagree, move to the side of the room 
labeled, “Disagree.” If you just don’t know 
how you feel about the subject, move to 

the side of the room labeled, “Undecided.” 
Be prepared to defend your position even if 

you’re in the undecided area. You may 
disagree with other’s opinions, but do so 

RESPECTFULLY.



““““The TellThe TellThe TellThe Tell----Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart 
People People People People who are insane who are insane who are insane who are insane 

always know that they always know that they always know that they always know that they 

are insane.are insane.are insane.are insane.

Choose a side: agree, disagree, 
or undecided.

Find your signs!! Ready? Move!

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell----Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart 

Sane Sane Sane Sane people sometimes people sometimes people sometimes people sometimes 

imagine that they hear imagine that they hear imagine that they hear imagine that they hear 

things.things.things.things.

Choose a side: agree, disagree, 
or undecided.

Find your signs!! Ready? Move!

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell----Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart 

If If If If you commit a major you commit a major you commit a major you commit a major 

crime, sooner or later, crime, sooner or later, crime, sooner or later, crime, sooner or later, 

you will be caught.you will be caught.you will be caught.you will be caught.

Choose a side: agree, disagree, 
or undecided.

Find your signs!! Ready? Move!

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell----Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart 

When When When When you’ve done you’ve done you’ve done you’ve done 

something wrong, it’s something wrong, it’s something wrong, it’s something wrong, it’s 

agony to wonder if you agony to wonder if you agony to wonder if you agony to wonder if you 

will be caught.will be caught.will be caught.will be caught.
Choose a side: agree, disagree, 

or undecided.
Find your signs!! Ready? Move!

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell“The Tell----Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart Tale Heart 

All All All All people share the people share the people share the people share the 

same fears.same fears.same fears.same fears.

Choose a side: agree, disagree, 
or undecided.

Find your signs!! Ready? Move!

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and 
the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



What Can We Deduce From The Title?What Can We Deduce From The Title?What Can We Deduce From The Title?What Can We Deduce From The Title?

“The TellThe TellThe TellThe Tell----Tale Heart”Tale Heart”Tale Heart”Tale Heart”

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing 
salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-
chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most 
strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the 
text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific 
claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



What ideas do these images 

make you think of?

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing 
salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-
chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most 
strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the 
text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific 
claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient.









What ideas do these images 

make you think of?

LT: I can present claims and findings, emphasizing 
salient points in a focused, coherent manner with 
relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-
chosen details

LT: I can cite the textual evidence that most 
strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the 
text

LT: I can evaluate the argument and specific 
claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient.



ÂThe Tell-Tale Heart”
Exit SlipExit SlipExit SlipExit Slip

Based Based Based Based on the previous on the previous on the previous on the previous 

statements and the statements and the statements and the statements and the 

pictures, predict the plot pictures, predict the plot pictures, predict the plot pictures, predict the plot 

of “The Tellof “The Tellof “The Tellof “The Tell----Tale Heart.”Tale Heart.”Tale Heart.”Tale Heart.”

Exit slip Guidelines:  Slip must 
be written in complete sentences.  
Include a minimum of 4 sentences 

for full credit.


